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The healthcare industry requires a revolution –s participation with the technology remains in its infancy –
The name of the technology which makes all this happen can be blockchain, a tool that may fundamentally
change the health care sector. but this can change today. Trusted and open R&D procedures, auditable &
protected transactions between parties, authenticated by mass collaboration and driven by collective self-
interest, rather than by fewer and fewer pharmaceutical giants motivated by profit alone. Blockchain will

end up being indispensable in building a global precision-medicine ecosystem that optimally connects
individuals, clinicians, experts, insurers and scientific laboratories one to the other. Blockchain will improve
data security, data sharing, interoperability, individual engagement, big data analytics, health info exchange,

fighting counterfeit medications, R&D processes, AI-centered diagnostics and fostering vertical business
models. When compared to financial markets, the health care industry’ in fact it is here right now. This

healthcare ecosystem is immune to exorbitant medication prices, tampering, fraud, or political control. This
strategy guide may direct you in starting this technique to transform suggestions into profitable and ethical

business versions.
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The Convergence of Blockchain to Transform Health care and Make It Universal Axel has provided us with
a great overview of how exactly we could use blockchain in healthcare as well specific companies who also
are developing such solutions.We call this technique the Common Health Coin.We believe it is socially time
to correct a failing, inefficient, prejudiced and unfair program of spending money on healthcare. As a matter
of fact, we are nearing the completion of a white paper explaining the necessity and use for an anonymous,
token based health finance system that utilizes blockchain technology to arbitrage, decentralize, fund and
provision the fair payment of health providers worldwide by leveraging artificial cleverness across a
distributed network and exploiting the explosive growth of cryptocurrency as a store of value.We discuss
most of the same scenarios and businesses as Axel, but we see Axel's Guide as an excellent resource we will
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recommend to those interested in understanding the environment that helps our case for the General Health
Coin.
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